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Timing it right

Measuring and testing

If you weren’t able to make it but still want to write must-click content on

Twitter (and really, who doesn’t?), here’s your guide! (Psst: You can scroll to

the bottom to check out the slides or watch the entire video presentation).

What do people want from brands on
Twitter?
According to Twitter, there are 255 million active Twitter users generating

more than 500 million Tweets per day. Link clicks are by far the biggest

way users interact with content, accounting for 92% of all user

interaction with Tweets.

Twitter users follow a median of 6 brands on Twitter, looking for things like

interesting and fun content, news and updates, discounts and promos and more.

So we know your customers are on Twitter, ready to click some links. They

want to hear from you there and take actions that can benefit your

business.

Twitter’s research shows that:
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60% of respondents say they’ve made a purchase from an SMB based on

something they saw on Twitter.

86% say they plan to purchase in the future.

43% of respondents plan to make multiple purchases from SMBs they

follow on Twitter.

Writing great Tweets
Conversations that you have with your customers every day can also happen on

Twitter. And you can approach these Twitter conversations the same way – like

you’re talking to a good friend. Here are a few tips straight from Twitter:

Know the difference between voice and tone.  Voice doesn’t change, but a

business’ tone should vary based on a situation.  If a follower did not have a

positive experience, a business’ tone may be more sympathetic and

understanding.

Talk with people, not at them. Reply to @mentions and address both

positive and negative feedback. It’s a real-time network, so businesses

shouldn’t keep followers waiting too long.
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Keep Tweets conversational.  Be professional without being overly

formal. Avoid business jargon when possible.

Think about how your content will be consumed by your followers.

Would they want to retweet it or pass it along to others? Incorporate

humor, inspiration and newsworthy content to draw followers in.

Here are some great, conversational examples from Twitter’s downloadable

#MtgKickstart resource.

Viral words and phrases

Of course your own content, written in your brand’s voice, is the main idea

to focus on for Twitter success.
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But Twitter is particularly powerful at driving “amplification” for brand

messages–retweets that share your message. In fact, 78% of user

engagement with a brand’s Tweets is in the form of Retweets, according to

Salesforce research.

So if you want a little help with that amplification potential, here’s a look at

a few different studies on words and phrases that are most likely to help

content spread.

Ripenn looked at the most viral words and phrases on four sites that focus

specifically on viral content, including Upworthy and ViralNova. On these

lists you’ll notice:

Imperative words that tell you to do something, like see, make, look.

Visual words like video and photos point to the importance of multimedia

content.

A lot of superlatives like “the most” and “the best” and “blow your

mind.”

Audience-referencing phrases like “make you,” “when you,” and “you

see.” If you’re talking to “me,” I am more likely to feel strongly about the

content.

How-to phrases that explain a process or teach a skill.
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Specific to retweets, social media scientist Dan Zarrella of Hubspot compared

common words and phrases in Tweets and ReTweets to isolate words that occur

in ReTweets more than they occur in normal Tweets. From that research, he

pulled out this list of the top 20 words and phrases most likely to get retweeted.
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 Similar patterns appear here. Again, lots of audience-referencing, like

“you,” and “Twitter,” another mention of “how to” and a lot of imperative

words that tell you to do something, like retweet or share.

In fact, Salesforce found that tweets that specifically ask followers to

“Retweet” receive 12X higher retweet rates than those that do not.

When “Retweet” is spelled out, the retweet rate is 23X higher than the

average. When using the shortened version, the letters “RT,” instead, the

retweet rate is 10X higher.

Zarrella also found that tweets that contained more adverbs and verbs have

a higher click-through rate than tweets with more nouns and adjectives. So

the general rule that action words make for stronger, more compelling

writing is also true for Tweets.
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 Formatting: Optimize for your goal

Different tweets can be used to achieve various marketing outcomes. For

example, if you want to drive more direct response start by simplifying your

Tweets.

Start with a compelling offer and then communicate a sense of urgency.

Next, include a strong call-to-action with a link to your website. Finally,

avoid using hashtags or @mentions.

Here’s the anatomy of a great “direct response” Tweet—you’ll notice that

everything is focused on one goal: click the link.
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If you’re sharing any blog posts, Conductor polled people on headline format and

found that people prefer title case (shown here as “sentence case”) – basically

the first letter of every word in the headline capitalized, more than lowercase or

all caps.

This formatting can help set off content and signify that it’s something
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special that your followers will want to read and share.

Hashtags: How to choose the right ones

Consider creating a hashtag that is short, recognizable by followers, and

allows them to easily follow along. If you’re using an existing hashtag,

ensure you’re adding value to the conversation.

The volume of hashtags is important as well: one or two hashtags can get

you up to two times more engagement than tweets without hashtags,

according to a study by Buddy Media/Salesforce.

But when you use more than two hashtags, your engagement actually drops

by an average of 17 percent. So make sure you’re choosing your hashtags

carefully and focusing on the ones where you can add the most value for

Twitter users.

Length: Around 100 characters is the sweet spot

While there may not be a foolproof “perfect length” for a Tweet, research by

Track Social on 100 well-known brands popular on Twitter found that the sweet

spot for Tweet length is right around 100 characters.
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Their analysis saw a spike in retweets among those in the 71-100 character

range—the “medium” length tweets column in this chart. 

This research makes sense when you consider how we use Twitter—a tweet

at this length is long enough for the original poster to say something of

value but still short enough for the person retweeting to add their

commentary as well.
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If you can veer toward the shorter side, it might be worth a try for your

clicks as well. Tweets shorter than 100 characters get a 17% higher

engagement rate, according to Salesforce.

Photos and video can make content twice as engaging

With Twitter, you have more than characters as content. Equip your marketing

arsenal with rich media like photos and Vine or YouTube videos to drive retweets

—it can double engagement with users.

Late last year Buffer took a sample of 100 tweets from our own account and

compared the engagement averages of tweets with and without images included

using Buffer’s built-in analytics.

The results? Tweets with images received 18% more click-throughs, 89%

more favorites, and 150% more retweets.
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Try a Twitter promotion for special content

Beyond your average Tweet, Twitter also offers a number of special

promotion opportunities like these:

Twixclusive: An exclusive offer on Twitter that your followers can’t find

anywhere else. Use unique coupons to track your results and reward your

customers. If you have a brick and mortar location, Tweet a discount code

for customers to redeem at the register. For online stores, direct message

followers with a discount code that you can track at checkout.

Flock to Unlock: A concept to help incentivize followers to spread your

message by retweeting (i.e. sharing) your Tweet to unlock exclusive

content i.e. a sale, special product, an early release, etc.

Lead Generation Card: These cards (which require you to add a few lines

of code to your website) make it easy for potential customers to

demonstrate interest in your business. When someone expands a Tweet

that contains a Lead Generation Card, they will see a description of your

offer. Then the user simply clicks once to securely share their contact

information with you. Finally, easily download all the leads to use in your

email marketing efforts. Here’s an example:
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Timing it right
Try weekends for B2C, weekdays for B2B

Every business and audience is different, so it’s best to test multiple days of

the week to see what works for you. If your brand speaks directly to

consumers ,Saturdays and Sundays may have a higher engagement rate as

that is when most people are not at work and therefore have more free time.

A study by Salesforce discovered that Twitter engagement for brands is 17%

higher on Saturday and Sunday compared to weekdays, but that only 19% of

all brand Tweets are published on weekends. Weekend engagement rates
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are particularly high for sports brands, fashion, entertainment and

publishing brands.

And you don’t have to give up your weekend to take advantage of this–

there are a lot of solutions like Buffer and others available that will

schedule your tweets in advance (though  you will want to keep an eye on

your replies and participate in the conversation.)

For those working with business-to-business brands, you may want to

stick with weekdays or start with a smaller experiment on weekends. An

Argyle Social study says that weekdays provide 14% more engagement than

weekends for B2B.
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The best time of day to tweet: Daytime and afternoon

There is a 30% greater engagement rate when Tweets are published during

the day (between 8AM-7PM). This makes sense if you consider the majority

of news, store hours and activities happen during the day.
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Specifically, the afternoon and early evening tend to be good time to see

more engagement and clicks.

These stats from KISSMetrics say retweets have been shown to be

highest around 5pm and that noon and 6pm are the best times to post

for a higher clickthrough rate. (These findings are in the Eastern time

zone, so adjust as needed for your location).
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Another study on optimizing for clicks from bitl.y showed that 1–3pm is the

best time to Tweet (once again, Eastern time zone).

Although some of the advice is conflicting, it all stays in the afternoon to

early evening range, which may be worth a test for your brand.

Mobile users have their own patterns
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Mobile users have their own patterns

There are also lots of Twitter users who primarily use a mobile device.

These folks are very likely to be on Twitter during their commute as well as

during school or work hours.

 

And these users just might be the ones you’re looking for for your business

– they’re 44% more likely to click on links and 66% more likely to retweet

than an average user. They also tend to follow more brands and they’re 53%

more likely to recall seeing an ad on Twitter than the average Twitter user.

While all these different timing findings for different users can get

complicated, the main idea is to put yourself in your followers’ shoes and

consider the patterns of your own audience. What’s their day like? When

are they busy? When are they bored? When do they have a few minutes

between meetings? When are they most likely to want to hear from you?

If you want to know something a little more specific to your audience, you

can also try a tool like Tweriod, SocialBro or Followerwonk that analyzes

your account and gives you some key times to shoot for. You can then
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integrate those times right into your Buffer account. 

Frequency of Tweets
More posts=more engagement

You’ll come across businesses that tweet 2x per day and others that post

20x per day. What’s most important is to develop a regular cadence of

tweeting—your followers should know that they are going to get regular

updates from you.

It’s generally OK to tweet as often as you have content to support it. Twitter

is a high volume channel, and it helps to Tweet enough to get noticed in the

stream.

Track Social studied 100 well-known brands that are active on Twitter and

found that as brands tweet more, the total number of Retweets increases.

The general rule here: Make the most of the time you do have. If you’re a

small business owner with a million things to do, you might be better off

trying for 4-5 tweets per day to make the most of the time you do have. If

you have the time and the content to post more often, Tweeting regularly

helps you establish yourself as an authority on Twitter.

The more you tweet, the more opportunities you have to engage with fans,
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and the more total response you will receive. Greater volume should

generally correlate to greater total response.

Try spacing out your links for more clicks

However, you might want to try to space your link posts out throughout the

day. Social media scientist Dan Zarrella found that the higher the number

of links an account Tweets in a given timeframe, the lower the click-

through rate on each individual link. 

 

To combat this potential effect, you might try experimenting with your

posting rate by mixing up “conversation starter” tweets—where you ask

question or post “inside scoop” type photos—with your more salesy posts

with links so each link gets a little more attention.

A content calendar can help keep it together
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Twitter often gets asked what small businesses should be tweeting about,

so they put together a few content themes to help get the words flowing in

this handy downloadable content calendar.

For example:

On Monday, you could launch a Twitter-only promotion for your

followers. Tweet an online offer code or a secret word for customers to

use when they visit your business.

On Tuesday, tweet a behind-the-scenes tour of your business. Highlight

how your products are made or where they are sourced from.

On Wednesday: Create a regular series of Tweets that are informative or

surprising such as tips.

On Thursday, retweet a few positive customer reviews. Or tweet some

industry-related news your followers might find interesting.
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Finally on Fridays, give customers a glimpse into your workplace culture.

Tweet photos or Vine videos of your colleagues and employees hard at

work or having fun.

Measuring and testing

Metrics to explore: Growth, reach, engagement, clicks and conversions

Measuring your progress is key to growing your business on Twitter. Start

by asking yourself what you want to achieve. From there, track your results

on a weekly basis using a tool like Buffer. Here are a few key metrics worth

a look:

Follower growth: How many new followers you get every day, week or

month.

Follower quality and engagement: How many users interact with your

account.

Reach: How many users favorite or retweet your Tweets.

Clicks: How many users click on your links.

Conversion: How many users sign up for your service or buy your product.

Testing: How to test headlines, hashtags and more

The more you tweet, the faster you will learn about what works and what

doesn’t. 

You can test different headlines, days and times, types of media and more

to isolate what resonates most with your followers.

All you need is a way to track the metrics of all the Tweets you are sending.

You can do this either through a URL shortener like bit.ly or with Buffer’s

built in analytics.

For example, we test timing at Buffer by taking one piece of content and
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choosing 3-4 different times to test it on the same day. Buffer will always

generate a different URL so it’s super simple to do a quick A/B test. It works

best to keep the posts simple tweets with a headline plus a link each time

(interspersed each time with other types of posts that are perhaps more

conversational in tone). 

The following day, check your analytics and see how the tweets compare for

clicks, favorites and retweets. From there, update your schedule to

optimize for your metric of choice. Repeat this process as your content

changes and you get more followers to make sure you’re always tweeting at

the most optimal times.

You can also do this with headlines. At Buffer, we test headline variations

by Tweeting out the article 3 or so times throughout a day with a different

title each time. We track the results in Buffer analytics to see which

headline performed best in terms of clicks, shares, and favorites. Then we

re-write the post’s headline depending on the winner of the test.
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What “Twitter science” works best for you
and your audience?
I’d love to hear what you’ve tested and how it went. Let me know in the

comments. You can also check out the presentation slides or watch the

webinar YouTube video below.
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 1 of 34 
 

The Science of Creating Must-Click Content on Twitter from Buffer

The Science of Creating Must-Click Content on Twitter

P.S. If you liked this post, you might also like The Twitter Strategy Guide: 14

Twitter Tips to Take Your Tweeting to the Next Level and Twitter Tips for

Beginners: Everything I Wish I Knew About Twitter When I Started.
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Image Credits: linh.ngan, Twitter, Dan Zarrella, Conductor, Salesforce, Track

Social, Convince and Convert, KISSMetrics, Raka Creative.
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Written by Courtney Seiter
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Buffer, pets every dog she sees and collects vintage coats.

Follow @CourtneySeiter 9,550 followers
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Join the discussion…

• Reply •

Laura Pierce •  2 years ago

Thanks For Another amazing post :D

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Jon Woodcock •  a year ago

Awesome post Courtney really enjoyed reading it. Here is my new twitter

bio love to hear your thoughts to it.

Consumes pixels & food covered in maple syrup. A web developer.

Designer. Social media junkie and loves making the web faster.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

CommentMaker •  a month ago

Superb piece. New to Twitter, but learning fast. This helps give perspective

and reaffirms the basics everyone should know about. Well done!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

thao •  5 months ago

Thanks for a great post!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Rodwell Smith •  a year ago

Wonderful article - I will give your techniques a good workout. Thank you,

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

dinazcolada •  a year ago

Awesome post! I can't wait to try out these amazing tactics!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Kimedia •  2 years ago

Excellent post - thanks Courtney. Answered a few questions I had.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Brit •  2 years ago

I just went back in to my buffer and added some "you's"! let's see how it

goes!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

VANSK •  2 years ago

Seems like where you mention 'sentence case' you may actually mean 'title

case'. Either way, it's definitely ambiguous.

 △ ▽  
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Share ›

Share ›

Share ›

Share ›
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• Reply • △ ▽  

• Reply •

Courtney Seiter   •  2 years agoMod > VANSK

Thanks, great catch there!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

VANSK  •  2 years ago> Courtney Seiter

Not a problem. Feel free to remove this pedantic comment

thread so that everyone can focus on the conversation.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Jose Antonio Alvarado •  2 years ago

What an amazing post. I will try to put the more of this in practice

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Jorunn D. Newth •  2 years ago

Surely, every word capitalized is called title case, not sentence case. I think

the original source is a bit confused on this one. Sentence case is basically

writing like a normal sentence where most words are in lowercase:

http://blog.apastyle.org/apast...

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Lorraine Shearing Peters  •  2 years ago> Jorunn D. Newth

Yes, I agree. Sentence case means only the first word (aside from

any proper nouns) has an initial cap -- just like this sentence.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Courtney Seiter   •  2 years agoMod > Jorunn D. Newth

Oh, that's a super point and resource! I think you might be right

there! Thanks so much for sharing that. :)

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Michael Brooks •  2 years ago

Great, insightful post. I really love the references to various sources for all

these analytics.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Katya Pavlopoulos •  2 years ago

WOW. Everything I ever wanted to know about improving my social media

presence, right here. Amazing article, good job Courtney!

 △ ▽  

FonsiRS •  2 years ago

Really interesting post Courtney! Very detailed and useful info. Thanks!
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• Reply • △ ▽  

• Reply •

Ashlee •  2 years ago

Great article. Really appreciated your in-depth look into formatting tweets

for better results!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Marcel Aubron-Bülles •  2 years ago

As I am particularly interested in Twitter as a news/ communication channel

and have been reading up on both pros and cons on how to use it some of

the info in this post was known to me - but the wide range of research

presented here has made this a bookmarked page to remind me daily of

"how to tweet".

Thanks for the write-up!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Courtney Seiter   •  2 years agoMod > Marcel Aubron-Bülles

You're very welcome! Sometimes it helps just to have everything in

one spot :)

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Alle •  2 years ago

Though I liked the whole article of yours, I specially liked using adverbs and

verbs for improving user response through tweets.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Courtney Seiter   •  2 years agoMod > Alle

I like that part, too! Sometimes it's tough to find consistent social

media advice, but it's great to know that the rules of strong writing

continue to apply even for 140 character or less! :)

 △ ▽  

Mark Johnson •  2 years ago

Awesome post Courtney. I especially like that you have talked about link

frequency and click through rate. Although I would be interested to see

these same statistics grouped by category.

For instance, I wonder if "asking for a Retweet" would be as effective in a

niche like SEO, compared to say fashion.

In fact, even if asking for a Retweet is beneficial in most niches, I wouldn't

be surprised if it could reduce the chances of a Retweet in others.

Obviously I don't know the answer, just thinking out loud. I might try

experimenting with that.
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Actionable social media advice. Delivered daily.
Join 42,023 good-looking folks who get our latest content first :)

How to Add and Manage Multiple
Accounts on Instagram
21 comments • a day ago

Patrick Burns — This will make my
life so much easier! When will we be
able to run our instagram from
Buffer?!

The Ultimate Guide to Facebook
Carousel Ads
4 comments • 8 days ago

Meg Cooper — Really appreciate the
visuals to show the full experience of
carousel ads. Kind of hoping ads …

The Best 5 Minutes We Spend on
Ads: See the Daily Ritual We Use …
4 comments • 2 days ago

Joe Lean — I went on a seminar
recently and they said don't just
focus on the engagement rate (ER).

Twitter Video: The Marketing
Advantage No One Is Using… Yet!
13 comments • 2 months ago

Ana Lucia Novak — Under Twitter
Ads, Ceatives tab, select Videos, this
is where you can upload your video,

ALSO ON UPDATES AND TIPS FROM BUFFER

• Reply •

experimenting with that.

Finally, bonus tip:

I have found the mentioning another blogger is a good way to get them to

retweet (for instance, if you tweet a blog post of yours but with a hat tip to

whomever inspired your post).

Obviously, this tip is more if you want a retweet from a specific user, but it's

a great way to build relationships.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Courtney Seiter   •  2 years agoMod > Mark Johnson

Thanks, Mark! I really like your tip, and your point is well taken on

asking for retweets. It's definitely something to test with the

knowledge that your mileage may vary. :) I'd love to hear the results

of your experiment!

 △ ▽  

WHAT'S THIS?

Share ›

Share ›

Email Address
Don’t worry, you can unsubscribe
anytime.
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More social media results in less time: It's possible with Buffer! Share

content from anywhere online, manage multiple accounts, collaborate with

team members, and see which posts perform best.

Schedule your first post now!

Learn More

Buffer for Business  The Awesome Plan  Email Us  FAQ  About  Blog  Buffer Culture

Jobs  More...
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